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Amazon If you need a new book to add to your reading list, don't look for this round of best books that came out this year. We've been spoiled with amazing readings lately, so if you're looking for a hot-off-the-presses page turner in any genre you can imagine, we've revealed the best books
2019 has to offer. In 2019, we've been adorned with laughing celebrity memories, tense mysteries that send shivers down your spine, romances towing your heart, dramas that really spill tea, fantastic picks in fiction that carry us to new worlds, and stories of survival, perseverance and
inspiration that we wanted to emphasize all along. Some of our favorite writers have brought out new stories that just reinforced our fandom, and a whole new class of newcomers has written their way into our hearts. No matter what your genre is, there's definitely something to make love to
on this list. We have laughed, cried and bought a few extra copies for friends. And rest assured, no one is trying to knock out the classic romance novel or those old standby favorites who want to pull on a cosy sweater in book form. Our old trusted books always have a place in our hearts
(and bookshelves), but these are readings that we think deserve a place on your bedside table, in your carry home, or even as a gift to a booktuff loved by one or another member of the book club right now. 1 Inland: The novel Tea Obreht amazon.com author of Tiger's Wife comes this
frightening turn of events in the West. You meet a cheeky frontier woman, Nora, who is trying to survive a severe drought while waiting for her husband and sons to return. The story also follows Lurie, a former outlaw who is persecuted by ghosts and who escapes his past. When stories
collide, the results are painful. 2 Daisy Jones &amp; The Six Taylor Jenkins Reid amazon.com $10.44 Like the best rock inductaries, this history of the fictional 70s rock band in its own words is juicy, moving and full of great personalities that you love. Turn on the music and get ready to get
stuck all the way. 3 Three women Lisa Taddeo amazon.com $16.20 Taddeo spent nearly a decade immersing herself in the worlds of three very different women to paint this moving portrait of what it's like in their lives. The result is as fascinating as groundbreaking, and you can't put it
down. 4 I miss you when I blink Mary Laura Philpott amazon.com $12.58 What happens when you get the life you just wanted and realize you want something completely different? You can escape from home ... Or you can do like Philpot, who has been dubbed the modern-day
reincarnation of writers Nora Ephron and Erma Bombeck, and implement some of the mini-life changes that cost in great happiness. 5 Water Cure: Novel Sophie Mackintosh amazon.com Three Girls and Their Mother in a protected island sanctuary built for them by their father, the only man
they have ever Until he disappears on a maintenance trip and two men and a boy wash ashore. This chilling dystopia feels like a modern-day burden and nowadays readable to women. 6 Care and feeding of hungry girls Anissa Gray amazon.com This sweet novel follows three sisters
named Althea, Viola and Lillian, whose lives change forever when Althea is suddenly arrested - forcing Viola and Lillian to pick up pieces of their family. They have to struggle with where caring for the family ends and what happens when yours starts to fall apart. 7 Wills: The Handmaid's
Tale sequel Margaret Atwood amazon.com If you find yourself whispering Nolite te Bastardes Carborundrum to yourself, you'll have to read this sequel to The Handmaid's Tale. Atwood told excited fans: Everything you've ever asked me about Gilead and its inner work is the inspiration for
this book. Almost everything! Another inspiration is the world we've lived in. 8 My lovely wife Samantha Downing amazon.com It's a story as old as time: The couple get married, they have children, they turn 'burbs, their love starts to cool down, and they need something to spice it up. This
couple decides to do it with a little murder. This spicy thriller resonates especially with Dexter fans. 9 Rough Magic: Riding the World's Loneliest Horse Race Lara Prior-Palmer amazon.com Life may sometimes feel like a horse race, but Prior-Palmer does one in this poetic, extraordinary
memoir. Without formal training, the 19-year-old participated in one of the toughest races in the world. And then, against the odds, she became its first female champion. 10 Women Talking Miriam Toews amazon.com this chilling story is based on true events, making it all the more painful. It
focuses on eight Mennonite women who, after being repeatedly drugged and attacked by a group of men in their community, meet in secret and decide how to restore their lives not only for their own future, but also for the sake of their daughters. 11 American spy Lauren Wilkinson
amazon.com 24.30 The best spy novels are smart and sexy but rarely relatable. Not this one. You may see glimpses of yourself in the heroine of this thriller wrapped in a fiddly romance folded into a family drama - a fierce mother and ambitious career woman. 12 City of Girls: Novel
Elizabeth Gilbert amazon.com Eat, Pray, Love fans don't want to sleep in Gilbert's latest, which explores a beautiful love story set in the flamboyant theatrical world of the 1940s. The protagonist looks back on her life in showbusiness as both regret and nostalgia, and we learn what it means
when a woman embraces her sexual abilities and the consequences of a life that is true to herself. You laugh, you cry, you love every page. 13 As long as we both live with Joann Chaney amazon.com $16.99 Beware in advance! You a whiplash of a deliciously dark plot-turned-off that
comes out of nowhere in this murder mystery. in a murder mystery. Sour. 14 Golden Child: Novel By Claire Adam amazon.com twins Peter and Paul couldn't be more different; Peter is considered a genius and Paul is considered a strange ball. When Paul disappears, the family has to make
a heartbreaking choice. This story deals with the sacrifices that can come with the pitfalls of poverty and ambition. 15 Mrs. Everything: A Novel Jennifer Weiner amazon.com Bestselling author Jennifer Weiner is back with a heartfelt and relatable story of two sisters as they struggle to find
themselves. Weiner's books are reliably excellent, and this is no exception. Take it for travel or palate-thusts between their heavier prices. 16 Elevator moment: How women's empowerment changes the world With Melinda Gates amazon.com dose of inspiration, you can't do much better
than this new book by Melinda Gates. She writes about how she makes her own mark on the world beyond her husband's influence, as well as sharing stories about how women work to escape oppression and the importance of supporting the least liked members of society. 17 Fleishman is
in Trouble: The novel Taffy Brodesser-Akner, known for its sharp profiles of nodility and insight, amazon.com Taffy Brodesser-Akner, does not disappoint in this can't be put down to this debut novel. At its centre is the recently divorced middle-aged Toby Fleishman, whose ex-wife suddenly
disappears just as she is figuring out her newly single life. 18 Doxology: Novel by Nell Zink amazon.com you want to put on the music when you break into this rocking novel. Pam and Daniel, punk rockers who live on the edge of the music scene, are freewheeling parents to their daughter
Floral. But by the time he ages up in the post-9/11 world, he will have to gravad with political forces and his own history. 19 Queenie Candice Carty-Williams amazon.com 9.95 I love a book that gives you all the feeling? Queenie, the character and the novel, are both bold and tremendously
funny. Candice Carty-Williams' story makes you worry about relatability to laughter tears. 20 Once More We Saw Stars: A Memoir Jayson Greene amazon.com 24.76 after her toddler daughter died in a freak accident Greene and his wife are shocked. But after the unimaginable tragedy,
Greene tells how he found hope. If you enjoy memoirs like Cheryl Strayed's Wild, this is a book for you. Pro tip: Grab the tissues before breaking the spine. 21 Orange World and other stories Karen Russell amazon.com lights on to read Pulitzer Prize finalist Karen Russell's latest collection
of stories. She returns with a stunning collection in which a woman agrees to breastfeed the devil in exchange for the protection of her child. It gets under your skin in the best possible way. 22 Unraveling the Miracle Julie Yip-Williams amazon.com $12.95 as a baby Chinese grandmother
sentenced Yip-Williams to death for her blindness. Coincidentally, he grew up. educated mother and. And. Happy ending until he got terminal cancer. His stirring memoir, designed as a gift for his children, is also one for readers. 23 Tell Me Everything: A Novel Cambria Brockman in her first
amazon.com at Hawthorne College, Malin dived into a tight circle of friends, all with their own unique paths. He's an expert at hiding his dark past, but he can't stay hidden forever. By Senior Day, everyone's secrets will be revealed and Malin's misunderstandings ignited a chain of events
that end in murder. How far does he go to hide his origins? 24 Normal People: Novel Sally Rooney amazon.com, regardless of your age or relationship status, you'll see echoes of yourself in this wonderful new novel. This fascinating love story follows the athletic and outgoing Connell, as
well as the shy and quiet Marianne pulling together despite their differences. And when they both fight their own struggles, they have to decide how far they will go to help the other. 25 There is a word that Sloan Tanen amazon.com $16.99 In this lighter take on a dysfunctional family drama,
a late-life divorced couple discovers that they are both taken into the same fine rehabilitation (think Betty Ford quality). Consider it a primer on how to cope with people who sometimes feel literally love you to death. 26 Sing to It: New Stories Amy Hempel amazon.com of our best short story
writers is a new collection, the first in nearly a decade. It's everything you want it to be, and then. If you need bite-s size reading between other tasks, Hempel's beautiful prose is here for you. 27 visiting rules: Novel by Jessica Francis Kane amazon.com. On 15 May, Attaway, a 40-year-old
gardener living with his father, has cultivated a lonely life full of more plants than people. But when he realizes that his friendship needs a little care, he embarks on a trip like Oydssey, where he connects with four friends who are once close to him. 28 Dreamers Karen Thompson Walker
amazon.com $10.44 Those suffering from a mysterious illness in a small university town are subdued into a deep sleep from which they cannot be awakened. Walker's study of how the epidemic affects different groups of characters is hypnotic. The revelation makes you wonder how
powerful our dreams really can be. 29 Bowlaway: Novel by Elizabeth McCracken amazon.com In this delightfully mysterious novel, Bertha Truitt appears unconscious and almost frozen in a New England cemetery. All he has is a bowling ball, a candlestick and 15 kilos of gold. Bertha's
strange origins are outrageous for the city, as is her decision to marry the doctor who saves her. But when Bertha dies and her unknown son appears, the story becomes even stranger. 30 Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay and Mother's Will to Survive Stephanie Land amazon.com Land putting
her dream of higher education on hold when a dead end relationship produced an unexpected pregnancy and she struggled to feed herself and her children. He writes unflinchingly. unflinching. What it's like to try to live on government assistance and mea dined pay in a memoir that doesn't
shy away from the hard truths of our society. 31 Patsy: Novel by Nicole Dennis-Benn amazon.com In this passionate tale of immigration and womanhood, the title character moves from Jamaica to New York to see her long-lost lover Cicely. She leaves behind her daughter Tru, who has to
make her mother's decision. This novel spans a decade of their parallel lives and explores their mother-daughter relationship in a fresh, heartfelt way. 32 A Wonderful Stroke of Luck: A Novel Ann Beattie amazon.com $10.99 The legendary short story writer opens up about her immense
talent for this novel-length masterpiece of teacher-student ties, secrets and subtext, both calculated risk and search for meaning. This may cause you to take a closer look at your own relationships. 335 things that aren't my fault: Essays from adult years Cathy Guisewite amazon.com Ack!
Fans of the long-running Cathy comic book will love this memoir by their creator. The essays are funny, moving and very relatable, especially for mothers and those heading into middle age (or later). 34 The Farm: A Novel Joanne Ramos amazon.com In this dystopiaroan, women from
under-affected backgrounds get luxious at a stunning Hudson Valley retreat featuring home-cooked food, spa treatments, works. And you're paid to be there while you give the baby to someone else. This story looks at what people do in desperate circumstances and how tightly family ties
really bind. 35 On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous: A Novel Ocean Vuong amazon.com The poet makes his first firstborn in prose in this novel exploring the bonds between an immigrant mother and her son, as well as the impact of race, class, masculinity and trauma along the way. Come to
Vuong's wonderful language, remain in a story that is instantly unique and universal. 36 Gingerbread: The novel Helen Oyeyemi amazon.com bake a pan of gingerbread before picking up this excellent fairytale-like reading. The richly inventive story is full of twists and turns, family cheating,
work and wealth, resentment, real estate and, of course, prestigious gingerbread. 37 I'm telling the truth, but I'm lying: Essays Bassey Ikpi amazon.com This mind-bending collection of essays changes the way you look at mental illnesses as Ikpi struggles to explain what it feels like when
your brain starts acting incorrectly. It questions how reliably any of us can trust our own stories and challenges readers to embrace radical honesty. 38 The girl she used to know tracey garvis graves amazon.com $20.00 Accidental meeting rekindles the romance between former college
friends Annika, who is on the autism spectrum, and Jonathan, who isn't. Sweet characters strengthen your faith in the good of people. 39 The novel Colson Whitehead amazon.com Riveting, Riveting, The story of abuse at a florida boys' school long influences this novel of coming age,
struggling with race, honesty, friendship and betrayal. It's a thin book that you finish quickly, but you don't forget in a hurry. 40 A Single Thread: A Novel Tracy Chevalier amazon.com From the author of Girl With a Pear Earring becomes another sucking historical fiction novel. This comes
after the Great War, when Violet finds herself one of many war brats. She joins the Rangers, a group of women who embroidery on their knees at the cathedral and find both a sense of community and a new purpose among them. 41 Leaving the Witness: Leaving religion and finding life
Amber Scorah amazon.com Whether you are a person of faith or not, this memoir of Skorrah's life as a Jehovah's Witness and after leaving her life is revealing. He reveals what it means to believe in something completely, lose that faith and start over and the challenges it brings. 42 Sugar
Run Mesha Mare's amazon.com Jodi McCarty is spending 18 years in prison for a crime of passion she committed when she was 17. After his release, he's determined to find someone he once promised to save. But then he meets Miranda. In rural West Virginia, this is a saggy and
gruelling story of losing everything and fighting back. 43 The Other's Gold: A Novel Elizabeth Ames amazon.com friends meet their first year of college, as so many of us do. But as they grow up and become parents, the mistakes they make and the circumstances that tear up their
friendship are beginning to have serious consequences. Told in four parts, this book feels both familiar and wonderfully unique. 44 Hunter Kate Quinn is amazon.com 9.85 after World War II to find a legendary Nazi named Huntress - a company surrounding an American teenager, An
English journalist and a Russian aviatrix. This fascinating historical fiction comes from the author of mega-hassle The Alice Network. 45 Trick Mirror: Reflections of self-deception Jia Tolentino amazon.com Tolentino translates his sharp observations of culture, society and things that clearly
keep us in this collection of sharp essays that make you think about influences that invade our entire lives. 46 The Dutch House: A Novel Ann Patchett amazon.com Commonwealth writer is back with another exciting story, this time about the ties that keep us together and hold us back. This
novel spans five decades because it tells the story of siblings Danny and Maeve and Dutch House, a property that began to destroy their entire family and showed them how much they endure. 47 Molly, fed by Helen amazon.com insomnia and the anguish of new mothering, begins to hear
things. Or at least he thinks he is. This speculative thriller meets the dark side of parenting nastiness and domesticity who'll keep you up at night. 48 When you read this Adkins amazon.com $16.99 told through emails, blog posts and online therapy hearings, this bizarre novel about the
aftermath of a young woman's death - and friends working on the realization of her biggest dream come true - is funny, modern and memorable. 49 The Pretty One: On Life, Pop Culture, Disability, and Other Reasons to Fall in Love With Me Keah Brown amazon.com Turns funny, emotional
and sharply attentive, Brown explores disability representation in pop culture, self-love, his relationship with his twin and so much more. As a black woman with cerebral palsy, Brown describes her long journey toward realizing her self-esteem, a study we should all do with her. 50 Red at the
Bone: A Novel By Jacqueline Woodson amazon.com Melody's mother gets pregnant, it brings together two families from very different backgrounds. Moving back and forward in time, this novel reveals how gentrification and racism, education and parenting, as well as their shared history,
have affected both sides. 51 Save Me the Plums: My Gourmet Memoir Ruth Reichl amazon.com us diners, look no further than this wonderful memoir by a former gourmet journalist. This is the story of a hippie food lover who stepped into the ivory tower of the media and how he became
upset with his power and made his mark on the world and how we eat forever. And yes, there are recipes so you can cook through it too. 52 Ordinary Girls: A Memoir Ordinary Girls amazon.com In her debut memoir, Diaz talks about her childhood in Puerto Rico and Miami Beach, her
mother's struggles with mental illness and drug addiction, and Diaz's own battle with the forces that destroy her. It tints life in a rich portrait that is anything but ordinary. 53 Hollow Kingdom Kira Jane Buxton amazon.com humans turn into zombie-like creatures, it's the animals' turn to save
the planet in this disrespectful dystopian romp. It's telling by a tame crow with a Cheetos addiction whose loyal partner is a bloodhound, their journey is to laugh out loud funny and make you rethink your screen addiction. 54 Starless Sea: Novel By Erin Morgenstern amazon.com The Author
of The Night Circus becomes a fiercely imaginative lark with all the hits: mystery, love, libraries, Harry Potter references and pirates. It's a complex, darkly beautiful story with the most inventive storytelling we've read all year. 55 Mostly Dead Things Kristen Arnett amazon.com Taxidermy is
cool again in this offbeat family drama. Jessa-Lynn finds her father's body when she dies of suicide from the family's animal-tying movement. He steps in to take over when his mother begins to create hypersexual creations about his father's old working life, all dealing with the shockwaves
of the disappearance of his brother's ex-wife (and Jessa-Lynn's ex-lover). 56 Novel by Margaret Wilkerson Sexton amazon.com 1925 Josephine, a freed slave and farm owner, befriends a white man Charlotte, but tensions rise when Charlotte gets involved in the Ku Klux Klan. Nearly 100
years later, Josephine's descendant Ava moves in with her white grandmother Martha. But when Martha's behavior becomes unpredictable, Ava has to find a way to keep history from repeating itself. 57 Olive, Again: A Novel Elizabeth Strout amazon.com Those who fell in love with the
prickly, posture-like but deeply empathetic Olive Kitteridge of the book of the same name, love this new flavor of Maine Crosby's beloved characters. You meet a teenager dealing with the loss of her father, a nurse who confesses to her high school crush, and a young woman who is about to
give birth to her baby at a hilariously bad time. 58 Water dancer One World amazon.com Hiram Walker's mother is sold off, she loses all memory of him but receives a mysterious power in return. The same power saves his life when he almost drowns years later. Here is the dramatic story
of the cruelty of slavery, the power of the family and the war that people fought just to survive. 59 In the Dream House: A Memoir Carmen Maria Machado amazon.com In this innovative account of a sour relationship, Machado looks at her life with an erratic and charismatic woman in a
complex, genre-bending narrative structure. It blows your expectations of memoirs completely openly, in the best possible way. 60 A Door in the Earth Amy Waldman amazon.com College senior Parveen Shams finds a book on humanitarian activities in Afghanistan, she feels invited to help
herself. But he arrives to discover that the book was full of consencies and half-truths. This compulsion to read sheds light on the unintended consequences of us participating abroad. This content is created and maintained by a third party and will be imported to this page so that users can
provide their email address. You may find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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